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L.C Duckworth Scholars Studio

Origin Story

Staffing

Some Current Programs
- Graduate Certificate in Cultural Analytics
- Faculty Fellows / Graduate Externships
- Maker Space & Digital Scholarship mini-grants
- Conferences & Symposia
- Funded Research Projects

Data Science Collaboration (Emerging)
# Loretta C. Duckworth Scholars Studio

| Makerspace | Temple Libraries' Loretta C. Duckworth Scholars Studio serves as a space for student and faculty consultations, workshops, and collaborative research in digital humanities, digital arts, cultural analytics, and critical making. |
| VR/Visualization Studio | We offer a wide-range of technical equipment, software, and support for scholarly practices involving digital methods for interdisciplinary research and pedagogy, including text mining and analysis, working in and creating 3D spaces, using geospatial technology, incorporating games into education, and much more. |
| Innovation Lab | Specific spaces in the Scholars Studio can be reserved online. |
| 215-204-0752 | You can also register online for our workshops, and working groups, in data analysis and critical making. |
| Newsletter Signup | If you need any additional assistance or have any questions for us, feel free to send us an email at digitalscholarship@temple.edu. |
| Staff | |


Web Scraping Wikipedia to Analyze XBOX Game Development Companies by Nationality
Posted on January 4, 2023 by Trystram Spiro-Costello
By T.A. Spiro-Costello

Critical Elements for Making Games
Posted on December 22, 2022 by Trystram Spiro-Costello
By T.A. Spiro-Costello

Cities as Havens for Bees: Using Remote Sensing to Visualize Urban Bee Habitat
Posted on December 21, 2022 by Austin Martin
By Austin Martin

Studying Meme Stock on Reddit
Posted on December 16, 2022 by Jing Han
By Jing Han
Exhibit Opening: Game On! Design and Play for a Sustainable Future

Fri, Apr 21, 2023 | 4:00 pm

Join us for the opening of Game On! Design and Play for a Sustainable Future, the newest exhibit in the Charles Library first floor exhibit space. In addition to the viewing in the exhibit space, there will be light refreshments in the first floor event space.

Game On! explores the power of games to teach and engage players in significant ways through the work of three members of the Temple community: Gabriel Kaprielian, assistant professor of architecture at Tyler School of Art and Architecture; Dr. Renee Jackson, assistant professor of art Education at Tyler; and Matt Shoemaker, head of the Loretta C. Duckworth Scholars Studio.

Games present transformative potential as an interactive medium for role playing, developing empathy, and decision making to address pressing challenges that lead to scenario planning and desired outcomes. Games allow us to build knowledge, enable creative communication, and inspire optimism, while having fun. This exhibition presents processes of design, play testing, and fabrication of games between Temple students, faculty, staff, and the broader Philadelphia community to collectively envision a sustainable future for all.

Learn more about the exhibit on the Libraries' website.